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I'm not sure how much I can recommend this game ...

It is obviously inspired by the classic SimTower, but despite Project Highrise being 22 years younger, it isn't all that much
better. In fact, the game has some rather serious flaws. Like the fact that the elevators, possible the most important feature of a
tower, have unlimited capacity. So crowd and traffic control, something that was a great challenge in SimTower, is completely
absent in Project Highrise. There's just no challenge.
However, there are things in Project Highrise that are quite a bit more fun than in SimTower. The tower management (utilities
and different needs) is much deeper and really the true challenge of the game!

I did enjoy Project Highrise quite a bit in the end. Once you know what to expect you'll find yourself trapped into trying to get
an efficient tower going. If you enjoy games like SimTower, you'll most likely will enjoy Project Highrise. Just don't expect a
better game and maybe wait for a sale.. This game is POS!!! It crashes CONSTANTLY! Stream has been zero help and
declined to offer a refund. I played it numerous hours but have been crashed out and had to start from the very beginning again
and again and again and again.......... New activities have been maybe 10% of 20+ hours.. I really enjoyed this game. It has an
interesting story and keeps you wanting to know more. Especially good for people who like challenging turn-based combat.. I
slugging did it! Finished the entire trilogy! The previous two installments had me raging but the finale finally redeems all the
crap you take for acutally being a real hero. I really wanted to murder every antagonist (and you do get that chance) I came
across but in the end, my heroine wound up doing the right thing and it paid off. Also, I wound up with Lucky because Black
Magic is a vapid, shallow ♥♥♥♥♥ and literal parasite. I really do reccomend that one play the entire thing as a trilogy as
HeroFall finally allows you to right/revenge all wrongs from the previous games.. Best game ever! SHIBAL. I have had constant
problems from day one with this game. Every time I come to what I think is supposed to be a save game screen the game
crashes, forcing me to quit the game and restart. I checked with Asypr support some time ago and they didn't help and closed
the ticket without solving the problem. This game so far was a BIG waste of money.. Played this on internet version for about
another 40 hours. I bought it and just remembered how awesome it is.

If you're a fan of roguelike genre this is for you.
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No matter how hard I tried, all my attempts to romance other characters, even the girl with essentialy the exact same personality
as me, failed (why don't you like me, Stoic????).

real life\/10. Pretty rad. I don't care for the genre, but this is interesting and well-made.. 9 Dragons is a game that has gone
through many changes and publishers since 2006. I have followed it from the early days from when it was published by Acclaim
to present day where it is now published by RedFox Games. What a journey it has been. I\u2019ve played it off and on since
2007 until I finally quit in early 2014.

Do I recommend this game to new players? No. Stay far away from this.

Not only is this game a grind fest, it also is heavily pay to win. If you look at the item mall, you will quickly see that you need to
spend at least a few hundred dollars just to be mildly competitive. I put at least 5,000 hours into this game and I regret a lot of
them. It was a fun game back in 2007-08, but it has gone nowhere but downhill since then.

The mechanics in place are designed so that players are compelled to spend money in the item mall if they want to stand a
chance against other players or even be strong enough to complete higher level content. This is even further enforced by the
strong gambling mechanics built into the game. If you want to refine your clothing or weapons (gives a nice stat boost), then you
must risk losing them after refining them to a certain level. The crafting in this game is generally focused on success rate
percentages. Some items have a 100% chance to make them. Other items have less than a 1% chance to make. You can
purchase things in the item mall that mitigates the risk of losing your precious gear.

This brings up a pay to win element. Being able to sell item mall items in the game severely disrupts the game economy and
favors those who are willing to spend hundreds in the item mall. You would think that the item mall would at least be fairly
cheap if the game requires it right? Prepare to spend hundreds of dollars just to have a chance at decent gear. Even the item
mall is built around gambling with things like boxes which give you random items when you open them. They aren\u2019t
cheap either and you could literally spend thousands and not get anything worthwhile from them.

Even if you look past all of those negatives and see what the game has to offer, you won\u2019t find much. Besides endless
grinding; there are a bunch of fetch quests that don\u2019t really give you much for your time. The combat is hot bar based and
uses a unique active skill system where your character performs a set of animations depending on the active skill being used.

The story itself is mildly interesting the first time you play through it, but it isn\u2019t much different for each clan in the
game. The maps themselves are small and the graphics are extremely dated. The game does has a sort of charm to it though.
Something about the whole package is appealing at a first glance. It will be fun and interesting at first, but it quickly grows tiring
and you\u2019ll find yourself playing for the next level instead of having fun.

TL;DR? It's just another grind focused Korean MMORPG that reached its peak about 8 years ago. Only play if you are a grind
junkie and like old school MMOs.. Really good game and I am enjoying it. The tense creepy atmosphere really gets to me. It's
great to find a horror game that doesn't have jumpscares. Due to the game's punishing nature even rats feel like a real threat. In
case it isn't clear, the movement is very much like Legend of Grimrock. You can equip an item to either of your hands, to have
a light, a weapon, or other items ready to use.

Due to the procedural level generation I can see situations arising when you feel like the game is unfair, though I just
experienced the complete opposite. I kept finding hidden pits in the floor that dropped me further and further down, till I
reached the end with nothing on me but the starting items. Still scared as hell while going through it though.

Game is definitely worth buying, go for it. If you like horror, you wont be disappointed.. Nice game with cheap price for this
gameplay i think, i give you an advice to buy it, you will spend your time with benefit. This is really more of an interactive
music video than a full-blown game. The game features really good music accompanied with a unique retro-inspired art style.
The gist of the gameplay is to just drive and enjoy the vistas. I wouldn't recommend this for its gameplay, but if you enjoy 80s-
styled art and music, I think you'll have a nice time. I recommend this game for its music, not its gameplay.. very strategjamic. I
am a fan of the Fabulous series and Angela's High School Reunion was no exception. The characters are dramatic and the story
is dramatic. I also liked the variety of settings, making each chapter feel fresh and new. I also found this game more challenging
than the previous game, which was kind of nice to up the ante.
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Unfortunately for me, the continuous stages were bugged. It made me glad I bought this game on sale.

I will be looking forward to buying the next one though!
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